LEADING JAPANESE DAILY ON ISLAND OF HAWAII

House Leadership Breakdown Explained

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS FEATURE NEW FIVE-YEAR NIPPON-INDO CHINA FACT TERMS DETAIL

IMPORANT BUSINESS CONCESSIONS GRANTED JAPAN FINANCIALS WITH FIRM JOINING COMMERCE BODY

TOKYO, May 8—Fresh light was shed on the new eco

tonic treaty signed Tuesday between Japan and France with

regard to fixing the new Indo-China by metropolitan newspa

per which this morning made public more details in connection

with the pact.

The treaty is to remain effective for five years and

contains in force unless its denomination is given either by con

tract or by mutual agreement of the principals.

The Treaty of Convention and Navigation provides that both

Japanese and shipping will be accorded equal treatment

in French Indo-China.

The agreement concerning customs tariff, trade, and

transport consists of more than 30 articles, together

with annexed documents. The most favored nation treat

ment will be adhered to by the high contracting parties, but the

agreement stipulates that more than 80 percent of the Free

French merchandise shall be exempted from customs tax

by French Indo-China; that the new tariff shall be lower than the exis

ting minimum; and to be imposed on some 150 lines of merchandise.

The agreement also stipulates that with a view to deve

doping trade between Japan and French Indo-China, Japan shall

purchase rice, sugar, pepper, salt, salted codfish, tin, iron ore, and manganese from French Indo-China while

French Indo-China shall buy textiles and miscellaneous goods from Japan.

The settlement of accounts shall be done through the

intermediary of Yokohama Specie Bank and the Bank of

Indo-China. The Bank of Indo-China will open a current ac

count with the Yokohama Specie Bank through which Jap

nese buyers will pay in yen when they purchase goods from France while the Franco Indo

ese sellers will pay in yen through this account. Moreover, the Bank of Indo-China will

open a current account with the Bank of Indo-China for a similar purpose. Settlement of accounts will be done every

three months and if the balance exceeds $3,000,000 yen, settle

ment will be made in foreign currency, possibly in American dollars.

The agreement provides that 12 months' deferred pay

ment is granted to Japanese purchases of rice from French Indo-China.

Over a dozen Japanese firms will be permitted to join

the federation of importers and exporters in French Indo

China, while Japanese financials will be permitted to partici

pate in the French Indo-China rates and line,浚 and insurance

terest concessions in French Indo-China in the form of joint con

cerns.

JAPANESE DOUBLE FEATURE FILMS SLATED AT PALACE THIS SATURDAY

Closing to the Palace Theater this Saturday is the "URASAMA TENGU For You," in the form of two short

stories starring small Akira Kurosawa, who has been

introduced to the world at the Venice and New York Film Festivals. And last Monday's screening of the "OMU

MINOJI SHUPO," presented by the Royal Theater, was a mat

cher and a half-duration film.

"URASAMA TENGU" features the exciting adventures of Katsu

kura, one of the famous bandits of the Japanese pe

riod. The tale is told from the point of view of a young

man named Kato, who is on a mission to capture the bandit and bring him to justice.

"OMU MINOJI SHUPO," is about a small boy named Shuppo, who is left on his own in the middle of a

desert island and must find his way back to civilization.

200,000 Rider

To Be Determined

According to M. W. Mitchell, general manager of the Inter

Island Airways, probably the last passenger to go on an

inter-island airplane plane will be known next month if the rate

of travel between the islands continues at the present pace.

In the month of April of passenger

passengers were transported to the five-engined planes making a total of 330,000 miles of flying.

The 390th passenger will be specially honored.

Okinawa Kaigai

This Friday's Meeting

The Okinawa Kaigai Kyokai will hold its first meeting at the home of Mr. Toguro of Watanabe Street, 1657 Main, May 8, beginning at 7 p.m.

In the way of modern medicine, it

goes without saying that Okinawa's children are being

brought up in the atmosphere of

medical science. There are many hospitals and pol


dical centers in this district, which makes it a very entertaining place for the "week end. The sup

porting cast includes: Katsuhara Saburo, hospital manage


The meeting will be held in conjunction with the papers of the Okinawa Nipon News Bureau.

BILLS OF THE DAY

GIRLS!

Be A Brunetita. All Graduates Placed. More Calls for Brunetita

We Can Supply—DAY OR NIGHT CLASSES

HONOLULU BEAUTY SCHOOL

1657 Fort St.

Phone 2548

Please send Me Full Information on—

DAY CLASS

NIGHT CLASS

Name:

Address:

BRITISH EXPECTING MORE AND FASTER AID FROM UNITED STATES AS WIN THILTON CHURCHILL PROMISE TO FIGHT TILL DEATH

LONDON, May 7—The House of Commons approved a

vote of 467-3, the Churchill government's war policy upon

returning to the Cabinet that day, which was carried by

pledged Britain to fight to death, adding significantly

that it wanted the United States war effort to be used

naval aid from the United States and "we shall get a good

job done in help in many ways.

Churchill stated a recent victory, despite the stark

charge from Lloyd George, who declared that "Aramon

has got nothing to put up to the German" and that the

British chief of staff held to its old war plans.

Lloyd George in his most outspoken utterance in many

months warned the British government against exaggerating

the speed and amount of United States aid, declaring that

United States' war organization is traditionally "full of fluff

and waffle" and that Roosevelt's "positive" attitude required
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NEW HRC TRACK AND FIELD MEET IN PROSPECT

Although fast times and good marks are expected in the ninth annual HRC 14 yard and 16 yard track meet scheduled for the Hilo High track on Thursday, May 17, at 7:00 p.m., a glance at the array of records proves that many of them will withstand the onslaught of this year’s crop of aspirants.

Especially noteworthy are the 100 and 220 relay marks. Arthur Wong’s 10.0 in the 100 yard, and Eddie Bento’s 22.0 in the 220 yard. Both turned in the best of the year’s crop of aspirants.

The doubleheader games brought for the first time in Hilo a 10 and 10 exchange. Three days as far as possible in these meets has not been known to the first place, and if there is time to complete them, they should add to the excitement.

The games will be held at Veteran’s Field, beginning at 7:00 p.m. The games will be held under the direction of the Hilo Track and Field Association.

PITCHER K. YOSHIDA HURLS HIT-LINE RUN TILT AT NAALAEH

By BILL WHITTINGTON

Friday

30 pacers. Alfred Rohrader... 6-40
3-T. H. Smolenski... 6-41.5
4-H. W. Brown... 6-42.0
K. Y. Uemura... 6-42.5
H. K. Takata... 6-43
W. N. English... 6-43.5

First woman winner to qualify in Mary Briggs dominating beauty in the Hilo Senior baseball league as she pitched a hit out shunt against Army. Last night Thursday, Ortiz led his team to a 9-0 victory.

While giving away four scattered singles, the former Bears star struck out 8 Jack Tuman. Ortiz allowed only one batter to reach third with two others going as far as second.

VENETIAN SHOPE (Frankie) Yenoda was chosen coach of the Japanese AC baseball team of the Hilo Senior league in a meeting. Yenoda upon his appointment immediately selected several alltimers to assist him with the coaching duties.

On the JAC coaching staff will be Peter Hayashi, Shinnoriki manager in the Japanese baseball league; Koji Kiyokawa, outstanding Japanese baseball player; Yoshi Tojo, veteran pitcher from Ohio; and Iro-Man Morita, former great, Japanese pitcher who will be in charge of the pitching staff.

The Japanese AC will undoubtedly have the best ball team, if not the strongest, of all the local Senior circuit teams. Other officials of the JAC are as follows: Mituei Kasamoto, president; Junichi Ito, 1st vice president; K. Takaoka, 2nd vice president; James M. Hiraoka, treasurer; Sidney Hamada, secretary; Manzu Shimamura, auditor; Sanjio Aki and Victor Pajalambo, directors, and Shitomi Kiyonzo, manager.
TANK DESIGNED FOR AIR SAFETY

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — A new explosion-proof type oxygen tank, one-eighth the size of tanks now used by flyers in confined atmospheres, has been developed by three Minne-
nesota scientists.

Plans for the invention, which were drawn up by John D. Aster of the University of Minnesota aerona-
tautical engineering department, Dr. W. H. Roughton and Dr. W. E. Lovelace of the Mayo Foundation, Rochester, have already been submitted to the War and Navy Departments.

It utilizes a system by which liquid oxygen can be con-
verted safely into gaseous oxygen. Liquid oxygen contained under high pressure in a reservoir tank is allowed to squirt into the depleted gas chamber by a safety valve which functions when the pressure of the gas chamber reaches a certain level.

As gas is consumed by the crew, the gas pressure auto-
matically balancs. Liquid oxygen released from high pres-
ture to the lower pressure tank boils into gas.

"Value of the new equipment can be more readily real-
ized when it is understood that one liter of liquid oxygen
provides, 1,000 liters of gaseous oxygen," Aster said.

The accompanying reduction in size would also make armor-
proofing practical, Aster said, removing the danger of ex-
ploration from a ball piercing the oxygen tank.

Liquid oxygen has been tried before, he said, but no satisfactory device had ever been effected to make sure the liquid oxygen would boil into gas.

OLD ARMY MEN CLING TO MULE

FORT BLISS, Tex.—This is a mechanized age, and the
army is utilizing its phases of machine-transportation
power, but motor vehicles will never knock out the tough
army mule.

That's the consensus of military strategists at Fort
Bliss, America's largest cavalry post.

Historians at the fort who have done research work on
the subject, say the mule started with the army. They base
their theory that the mule was made only to be supple-
mented by motor transportation and on the proved
fact that the animal is at its best in rough going.

They point out that the big mule, with its rugged
body, climb trackless mountains or go through jungles. The
mule can.

Capt. Richard E. Arnold, who is serving his 21st year in
the army and who now commands the Fort Bliss mule pack
train... the only one in America...indicates the mule repre-
sents much of the color and remains of the army.

Capt. Arnold's mule pack train... traces its progress
through hundreds of miles...

He and other veterans like to tell of the feats of these
tough mules in the World War and of the times they carried am-
munition through to the front in France when trucks were
mired in the mud or in shell holes.

MIGHTY SHADEST—Those in campus of Sacramento town near Redding, Calif, Shasta Dam takes form. Concrete blocks rise
225 feet above bedrock, but dam will be 560 feet high. It's for irrigation, flood control and power.
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TOKYO — (tiara) — the island nation that
ings that its government is not
ipolitical in its foreign p
us, to begin a special five days' showing at the
theaters tonight.

A new serial picture, "Mr. Hiie," begins a special five
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By HAL FORREST

"Power is perfect as the masked

By JIM HARDY

"The Lone Rider Rides On," latest

By JAMES EDWARDS

Elkins, in now starring at the Pal-

"Jean Richol," starring British

"The Green Archer," with Victor

"You Can't Fool Your Wife," with

"The Mark of Zorro," which begins a special
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Hilo Senior Baseball League Opening Sunday May 11

**SAKIHARA HOLDS MAJORITY BODY RESPONSIBLE FOR LAST DAY MESS IN TH LEGISLATURE**

(Continued from Page One)

Elated Sports and only one year old in the Union of Pennsylvania, which has a local labor on wages and hours. The similar situation, while 23 states have made applicable to women and children. In addition, a Wagner Labor Repeal bill, proposed by Congress gives employees the right to organize and enjoy the benefits of collective bargaining. Today's report, however, is not as simple as it appears. The wages paid and hours of employees are made applicable to only one state, Pennsylvania, which has a local labor law in effect. The new act provides for a new secretary of the State Department of Labor, who will receive a salary of $2,000 per year. The person appointed to the position of secretary will be a member of the Labor Board, and the secretary will be a member of the Labor Board, and the secretary will be selected by the governor from a list of three names submitted by the Labor Board.

**EASY VICTORS OVER MOSES AND BANKERS**

TRIPLE C CUTIE SHOWS PLENTY OF HITTING POWER

Tosser's Games

Police vs. Van Lines at Movie Theater.

Brower vs. Telephone at Kamehameha

Shooting their winning record in these two games, Panaewa CCC and Hilo Sugar won comfortably yesterday afternoon.

Panaewa CCC,3-2, and Hilo Sugar, 10-3. Playing yesterday afternoon.

**MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL**

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Boston, 4; New York, 2; Detroit, 2; Cleveland, 1; St. Louis, 3; Washington, D.C., 3; Philadelphia, 2; Brooklyn, 2; Chicago, 2.

**AMERICAN LEAGUE**

New York, 6; Cleveland, 3; St. Louis, 3; Chicago, 4; Boston, 2; Washington, D.C., 3; Philadelphia, 2; Detroit, 2.

**OPENING DAY**

MONY ON TAP, AWARDS

Two Tussles in Net Loop

HRC WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE OPENS SECOND NIGHT OF PLAY

In a lightning schedule, Peter Kran's CVCs' inside leader, Alexander Square, ranked No. 1 in the first encounter, with Eping County's Writers helping them to achieve their win over Alexander Mill's and the night's winner.

**Klemmer Defeats Nebraska Ace**

Two husky outside cleaners in the men's dance were announced through the interscoring box.
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**AMERICAN LEAGUE**

New York, 6; Cleveland, 3; St. Louis, 3; Chicago, 4; Boston, 2; Washington, D.C., 3; Philadelphia, 2; Detroit, 2.

**OPENING DAY**

MONY ON TAP, AWARDS

Two Tussles in Net Loop

HRC WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE OPENS SECOND NIGHT OF PLAY

In a lightning schedule, Peter Kran's CVCs' inside leader, Alexander Square, ranked No. 1 in the first encounter, with Eping County's Writers helping them to achieve their win over Alexander Mill's and the night's winner.
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Two husky outside cleaners in the men's dance were announced through the interscoring box.
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